
THE HISTORY OF BAROQUE ART IN ROME

Delivered three times between and and subsequently revised with an eye toward publication, Alois Riegl's lectures on
the origins of Baroque art in.

Later Italian Baroque painting[ edit ] Monumental ceiling frescoes mainly date to the latter part of the
seventeenth century. The rock is overgrown with various carved plants and a palm tree. In the later part of the
period, the Baroque style was termed Rococo, a style characterized by increasingly decorative and elaborate
works. Sculptures feature luxurious materials like marble, bronze, and gold. Princeton: Princeton University
Press,  The coming European power was France, where a new and contrasting style of decorative art was
beginning to emerge. In music, the Baroque style makes up a large part of the classical canon. Borromini also
remodeled the ancient basilica of San Giovanni in Laterano, incorporating stuccowork by Alessandro Algardi,
gilding, and an abundance of colored marbles, materials lavishly applied in many other Roman interiors.
Provided by: Boundless. The use of the chiaroscuro technique is a well known trait of Baroque art. Its
exuberance and colour was picked up on by later Baroque painters while the classicising aspects of its design
disegno influenced painters who followed the more classical cannon. The design of a leaking boat is well
adapted to the low water-pressure of the fountain. After the idealism of the Renaissance c. Different towns and
areas had their own 'schools' or styles, such as Utrecht, Delft, Leiden, Amsterdam, Haarlem and Dordrecht.
Begun in the s, it took over years to be completed and was inaugurated by the Pope himself. Its peculiar
elements are the originality, the fantasy, the irregularity, the rich decoration, and circular forms in movement.
Controversially, he not only painted figures, even those of classical or religious themes, in contemporary
clothing, or as ordinary living men and women, but his inclusion of the seedier side of life such as dirty feet
was in marked contrast to the usual trend of the time which was to idealise the religious or classical figure by
treating it with the decorum considered appropriate to its status. Baroque art manifested itself differently in
various European countries owing to their unique political and cultural climates. Exhibition catalogue. This
new Dutch Realist School of genre painting also led to enhanced realism in portrait art and landscape painting,
flower pictures, animal compositions and, in particular, to new forms of still life painting , including the
Protestant-inspired genre known as vanitas painting flourished  Baroque painting illustrated key elements of
Catholic dogma, either directly in Biblical works or indirectly in mythological or allegorical compositions.
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